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Abstract
Radiography, in addition to ultrasonic testing, is one of the non-destructive testing 
methods applied today in the manufacture of welded pipes and can be considered one of 
the most efficient techniques for detecting volumetric defects. Industrial radiographic 
films have been utilized for many years in the quality control of a variety of products; 
however, the use of digital radiography has recently been implemented in several 
sectors, e.g., the medical, aerospace, security, automotive and petrochemical sectors, 
etc. In addition to representing a technological trend, it has been demonstrated that 
digital radiography offers a series of benefits in terms of productivity, sensitivity, 
environmental aspects, image treatment tools, cost reduction, etc. Among the current 
options, the flat-panel detector employed in this work is considered one of the solutions 
for obtaining digital radiographic images in place of films and reducing the inspection 
cycle time thanks to its high degree of automation. Therefore, the work reported here 
involved the testing and evaluation of results achieved with this new technique, 
comparing them with those obtained by conventional radiography. In this study, test 
specimens of longitudinal welded pipe by the submerged-arc welding process, 
especially prepared with artificial cracks of the most varied dimensions, were tested and 
a comparison was made of the sensitivity of the techniques employed. After conducting 
several experiments, the digital method displayed the highest sensitivity to the wire-type 
Image Quality Indicator (IQI) and in the detection of defects, leading to the conclusion 
that the use of digital radiography using the flat-panel detector offers advantages over 
the conventional technique(1), (2). This work was carried out based on the API 5L Edition 
2004(3) and ISO 3183 Edition 2007(4) specifications.
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1. Introduction

The use of digital radiography in place of conventional radiography, which uses 
industrial radiographic films, in the inspection of welded pipe joints employed in 
onshore and offshore gas and oil pipelines has been tested as it has in the medical, 
aerospace, security, automotive and petrochemical sectors. Currently, due to the high 
technological level of the digital technique, each industrial sector has sought the best 
application for its products. Among the current options, the flat-panel detector is 
considered one of the solutions to substitute films, as well as to reduce the inspection 
cycle time thanks to its high degree of automation(5). This work tested and evaluated the 
results of this new technique, comparing it to radiography by industrial films. In this 
study, 6 test specimens of longitudinal pipe joints welded by the submerged-arc welding 
(SAW) process, specially prepared with artificial cracks of widely varying dimensions, 
were tested and a comparison was made of the sensitivity of the techniques involved for 
base metal wall thicknesses of 0.250” and 1.250”.

2. Review of the literature

2.1 Pipe manufacturing process
To manufacture welded pipes of large diameters according to the API 5L and ISO 3183 
specifications, one of the most important processes is the fabrication process known as 
UOE. This manufacturing process involves the press in “U”, press in “O,” and 
expanding “E” route. Figure 1 depicts the manufacturing process employed by 
TenarisConfab of Pindamonhangaba, in the state of São Paulo, Brazil.

Figure 1 – Basic flowchart of the “UOE” process used at the TenarisConfab plant.
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2.2 Materials involved
The pipes are manufactured with laminated carbon steel plates, according to the 
requirements established by the aforementioned specifications. For high-strength pipes, 
microalloyed steels are produced with a high level of control of the fundamental 
parameters throughout the manufacturing process(6), comprising a specific set of steels 
whose chemical composition and other parameters are especially developed to attain 
high values of mechanical properties.

2.3 Digital radiography with flat-panel detector
Digital radiography systems offer the possibility of obtaining images with much less 
strict exposure requirements than those of conventional systems. Exposure imprecisions 
normally lead to radiographs that are dark, light or show little contrast, which are easily 
improved and enhanced using digital techniques. The advantages of digital radiographic 
systems include: image display, reduction of X-ray doses, processing, acquisition, 
partially or completely automated evaluation, and image storage and retrieval(7). Thus, 
the entire operation is simplified, from obtaining the image to the cycle time involved in 
obtaining, evaluating and storing each image with ensured traceability, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Scheme of a digital radiograph with flat-panel detector(8)

Figure 3 shows details of the construction of the flat-panel detector, which consists of 
millions of light-sensitive pixels arranged in a grid on a rectangular surface.

  
Figure 3 – Scheme of the digital flat-panel detector(9)

3. Materials and Methods

3.1 Materials
In this work, we used pipes manufactured in wall thicknesses of 0.250” and 1.250”, 
according to the API 5L Edition 2004 specification, in grades 5LB and X60. Table 1 
shows the specified chemical compositions, while Table 2 lists the results of the 
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chemical analysis of the base metal pipes, carried out according to the method 
recommended in the ASTM A 751 standard (10). 

Table 1 – Chemical composition specified to the pipes

Table 2 – Chemical analysis of the pipes – Base metal

3.2 Preparation of samples
Six pipe samples were prepared with dimensions of 250 x 250 mm, distributed in the 
nominal wall thicknesses of 0.250” and 1.250”. After preparing the test specimens by 
the longitudinal SAW welding process, regions containing sets of cracks were created. 
These regions were then inspected using magnetic particles and subsequently 
radiographed with films, as illustrated in Figure 4.

(a)                                                    (b)
Figure 4 – (a) Test specimen 2, with 1.250” – External Weld.

(b) Region of cracks detected by magnetic particles.

3.3 Techniques employed
Two radiographic techniques were evaluated and compared in this work. Industrial 
radiographic films were used for the conventional technique currently in use, while a 
flat-panel detector was used for the digital technique.

3.3.1 Conventional technique
Six test specimens were radiographed by the conventional technique to evaluate it, 
using 4 types of Class I film according to the ASTM E 1815(11) standard, and all the 
tests were carried out at TenarisConfab, as indicated in Table 3.

10 mm
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Table 3 – Types of film per brand (manufacturer)

The abovementioned films, with dimensions of 17” x 3.5” (431 x 89 mm), were 
exposed according to the manufacturers’ instructions, aiming at the shortest possible 
exposure time, and showed a final density of 2.0 to 3.5 H&D in the reinforced regions 
and enhanced areas. The average exposure parameters employed, i.e., tube current, 
voltage, time and distance of focus film, are indicated in Table 4. 

Table 4 – Average parameters of the exposures used

The following X-ray device and accessories were utilized to take the conventional 
radiographs:
Brand: YXLON International X-Ray GmbH
Model: MG 325 – Constant potential
Tube: Y.TU 320-D03.  
Focus: 5.5 mm, according to EN 12534(12)

Ecran: Lead, thickness of 0.027 mm
IQI: Wire, according to DIN 54 109(13)

Processor: Kodak  X-OMAT B
Densitometer: AGFA Gevaert D102
Negatoscope: BRASREMKO AT II

3.3.2 Digital technique
To execute the digital images, the following devices and accessories were used:
Brand: YXLON International X-Ray GmbH
Model: MG 165 – Constant potential
Ampoule: Y.TU 160-D05, 1.0 mm focus, according to EN 12543
Flat-panel detector: Y. Panel XRD 0820
Image system: 3500FR – YXLON
IQI Wire, according to DIN 54 109
Spatial resolution: Duplex Wire IQI, according to BS EN 462-5(14).

The proposed experiments were carried out with an 8” x 8” (203 mm x 203 mm) 
PerkinElmer, model XRD 0820 NA flat-panel detector (Figure 5), which is based on 
amorphous silicon sensors, with over 1 million pixels and a pixel size of 200 µm. The 
information is digitized in up to 16 bits (65,536 levels of gray) to obtain the highest 
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dynamic range and contrast, generating an image of ultra high sensitivity. The image 
integration time can be varied from 133 µs to 5 seconds in 1 µs steps.

Figure 5 – PerkinElmer XRD 0820 NA flat-panel detector

Table 5 lists the parameters used in the execution of the digital radiographic test for wall 
thicknesses of 0.250” and 1.250”. For the 0.250” wall thickness, the integration was 200 
and integration time per frame was 0.2 seconds. In order to reduce the noise level for the 
1.250” wall thickness, integration of 100 screens and 1.0 second integration time per 
frame were applied, resulting, respectively, in 40 and 100 seconds of processing.

Table 5 – Parameters used for the digital radiography

4. Results

Based on the API 5L and ISO 3183 specifications, the use of digital radiography in 
place of the conventional technique – which currently employs radiographic film – was 
found to be acceptable. These specifications accept another means of imaging provided 
the sensitivity attained is equivalent to that of the films. The results obtained from the 
experiments are described below, and a comparison is made of the two techniques.

4.1 Experiment 1 – Sample with wall thickness of 0.250”

4.1.1 Conventional technique
Figure 6 shows a scanned radiograph of the AGFA D4 film of the 0.250” wall thickness
test specimen. Note that, at the moment when the radiography was evaluated in the 
negatoscope, the sensitivity attained, measured by means of the wire-type Image 
Quality Indicator by the conventional technique, was wire 14 (W14).  The region 
marked with a rectangle shows the existence of a set of cracks.
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Figure 6 – Conventional radiograph – W14 sensitivity.

Figure 7 shows the magnified region of the ramified cracks in the weld seam contained 
in the rectangle in Figure 6. Based on the scale utilized here, it is possible to estimate
the size and shape of the detected cracks, as well as the width of the weld seam.

Figure 7 – Conventional radiograph – Region of the cracks.

4.1.2 Digital technique
Figure 8 depicts the result of the digital radiograph of the 0.250” test specimen. Note 
that, in the evaluation of the digital image, the sensitivity obtained with the wire-type 
Image Quality Indicator was wire 15 (W15) and 16 (W16) in 16 bits. The region 
comprised within the rectangle shows the ramified cracks and the darkened region of 
the weld seam.

Figure 8 – Digital radiograph – visible W15 sensitivity (16 in 16 bits).

25 mm

12 mm

 25 mm
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Figure 9 shows the results obtained using a 17x17p high-pass filter, depicting in greater 
detail the region of the ramified cracks, single and duplex wire-type image quality 
indicators.

Figure 9 – Digital radiograph – visible W15 sensitivity (16 in 16 bits), 17x17p filter.

Figure 10 shows the magnified region of the cracks in the weld seam, indicated in the 
rectangle in Figure 8. Note that the scale employed enables one to estimate the size and 
shape of the detected cracks.

Figure 10 – Digital radiograph – Cracks

In Figure 11, note the magnified region of the ramified cracks in the weld seam, 
depicted in the rectangle in Figure 9. The scale utilized here and the 17x17p high-pass 
filter allows one to estimate the size and shape of the cracks in greater detail.

Figure 11 – Digital radiograph – Cracks – 17x17p High-Pass Filter

With regard to the sensitivity of the Image Quality Indicator, a comparison of the results 
obtained with the conventional technique and the images obtained with the digital 
technique clearly indicates that the sensitivity achieved with the digital technique, using
the wire-type image quality indicator of W15 and W16 in 16 bits, was superior to that 

25 mm

9 mm

9 mm
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attained with the conventional technique, which obtained W14 wire. The sensitivity 
achieved with the digital technique with the use of the 17x17p high-pass filter was W16 
wire, which is superior to the W14 wire attained by the conventional technique. In terms 
of sensitivity to detect minor defects, when one compares the radiographs used in the 
conventional technique against the images obtained with the digital technique, which 
are depicted in Figures 7, 10 and 11, one can conclude that the wealth of details in the 
detection of minor cracks is greater by the digital technique than by the conventional 
one. In Figure 10, note the regions of cracks with smaller dimensions than those shown 
in Figure 7. A close examination of Figure 11 confirms that the use of the 17x17p high-
pass filter considerably increases the sensitivity to minor cracks.

4.2 Experiment 2 – Sample with wall thickness of 1.250”

4.2.1 Conventional technique
Figure 12 shows the scanned radiograph of the AGFA D4 film of the 1.250” wall 
thickness test specimen. As can be seen, at the moment when the radiograph was 
evaluated in the negatoscope, the sensitivity, which was measured by means of the wire-
type Image Quality Indicator by the conventional technique, was wire 11 (W11). Note 
the presence of a set of cracks in the region marked with a rectangle.

Figure 12 – Conventional radiograph – visible W11 sensitivity

Figure 13 offers a magnified image of the region of ramified cracks in the weld seam
shown in the rectangle in Figure 12. The size and shape of the cracks, as well as the 
width of the weld seam, can be estimated from the scale used here.

Figure 13 – Conventional radiograph – Region of the cracks

20 mm

10 mm
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4.2.2 Digital technique
Figure 14 shows the result of a digital radiograph of the 1.250” test specimen. In 
evaluating the digital image, note that the sensitivity achieved with the wire-type Image 
Quality Indicator was wire 12 (W12). The region highlighted by the rectangle shows 
ramified cracks and the dark region of the weld seam. 

 
Figure 14 – Digital radiograph – visible W12 sensitivity

Figure 15 illustrates the result of the use of the 17x17p high-pass filter, revealing in 
greater detail the region of the ramified cracks, single and duplex-wire image quality 
indicators. In the evaluation of the digital image, note that the sensitivity achieved 
through the wire-type Image Quality Indicator was wire 13 (W13).

Figure 15 – Digital radiograph – visible W13 sensitivity – 17x17p High-Pass Filter  

In Figure 16, note the magnified region of the ramified cracks in the weld seam, which 
is highlighted in the rectangle in Figure 14. The size and shape of the cracks can be 
estimated based on the scale shown in the figure.

Figure 16 – Digital radiograph – Cracks

25 mm

25 mm

7 mm
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Figure 17 depicts the magnified region of the ramified cracks in the weld seam
highlighted in the rectangle of Figure 15. Note that the scale used here and the 17x17p 
high-pass filter enables one to estimate in greater detail the size and shape of the cracks.

Figure 17 – Digital radiograph – Cracks – 17x17p High-Pass Filter

From the standpoint of the sensitivity of the Image Quality Indicator, a comparison of 
the results obtained with the conventional technique and the images of the digital 
technique indicates that the sensitivity achieved with the digital technique, using the 
wire-type image quality indicator of W12 wire was superior to that attained with the 
conventional technique, which obtained W11 wire. The sensitivity achieved with the 
digital technique using the 17x17p high-pass filter was W13 wire, which is superior to 
the W11 wire attained by the conventional technique. In terms of sensitivity to detect 
small defects, a comparison of the radiographs used in the conventional technique and
the images obtained with the digital technique, which are shown in Figures 13, 16 and 
17, lead to the conclusion that the wealth of details in the detection of minor cracks is 
greater by the digital technique than by the conventional technique. In Figure 16, note 
the regions of cracks with smaller dimensions than those observed in Figure 13. An
examination of Figure 17 reveals that the 17x17p high-pass filter considerably augments
the sensitivity to minor cracks. 

4.3 Evaluation of sensitivity – wire IQI
According to the wall thicknesses tested, column 2 of Table 6 shows the essential wire 
values required by the API 5L Edition 2004 and ISO 3183 Edition 2007 specifications. 
Columns 3 to 6 compare the results of the wire-type IQI sensitivity obtained by 
conventional radiography, while columns 7 and 8 compare the respective results 
obtained by digital radiography.

Table 6 – Requirements and results obtained with the conventional 
and digital methods

7 mm
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From the standpoint of sensitivity, all the results achieved with the digital technique are 
superior to those attained by the conventional technique. There is also a visible 
improvement in terms of visible wire obtained for the 0.250” wall thickness with the use 
of 16 bit images and for the 1.250” wall thickness using the 17x17p high-pass filter.

5. Conclusions

Based on the above described results, it can be concluded that the direct digital 
radiography technique was more sensitive than the conventional technique, both in 
terms of visible wire of the Image Quality Indicators and in the detection of small real 
defects in the welds. Hence, as foreseen in the API 5L Edition 2004 and ISO 3183
Edition 2007 standards, digital radiography using flat panel detectors can be employed 
directly on the production lines of oil and gas pipelines, with advantages over the 
conventional technique. This digital technique therefore represents an advance in the 
quality of radiographic testing currently employed, in addition to its high degree of 
automation, which will allow for improved productivity and greater environmental 
friendliness.
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